Little Spending, No Vision:
What Budget 2017 Means for Students

On Thursday, April 27, Nova Scotia’s Liberal government tabled the fourth and possibly last budget of its mandate.
This budget contains little spending on supports for students and youth, and no vision to end the student debt crisis in Nova
Scotia. After three years of funding cuts, the relatively minimal $10.5 million in new spending in the areas of student assistance, job creation and apprenticeship support will unfortunately do little to help students graduating with some of the highest debt loads in Canada into one of the weakest labour markets in the country.

Summary
What’s New?
uu $3.4 million towards student assistance and
extension of loan forgiveness program to students
who complete their undergraduate programs in
five years (up from the previous four years)
uu $7.1 million towards job creation and
apprenticeship support, including the creation
of the Innovate to Opportunity employment
incentive program for Masters and PhD graduates,
and the elimination of tuition for apprentices’
technical training
uu $1.1 million towards combating sexualized
violence, however none of these funds are
dedicated to the post-secondary sector, nor does
it match the CFS-NS ask for a dedicated fund of $2
million

What’s Staying
the Same?
uu Annual 1% increase to base funding of
post-secondary institutions
ww

This doesn’t cover inflation costs, let alone
the additional operating costs anticipated
by institutions

Our Conclusions
uu The relatively small amounts of new monies allocated
for student assistance and jobs and apprenticeship
support are not unwelcome but are absurdly
inadequate when considering the previous cuts to the
post-secondary sector and the highest-rising tuition
fees in the country under this government.
uu Tuition fees in Nova Scotia remain the second highest
in Canada, at an average of $7,218 per year, and are
soon set to become the highest in the country with
anticipated average annual increases of 5.6%
uu There is no mention of amending the Employment
Support and Income Assistance Act to make it easier
for individuals on income assistance to pursue a postsecondary education.
uu There is no investment to increase international student
access to Medical Services Insurance, despite the
incredibly small cost of this important reform.
uu The budget refuses to discuss colleges and universities
as anything other than job creating machines, totally
ignoring the social good these institutions provide.
uu Budget 2017 fails to address many of the issues
students have asked government to prioritize.
uu With an imminent provincial election, students will be
watching closely to see which parties offer a vision for a
better post-secondary education system in Nova Scotia.
After 4 disastrous years of budget cuts and ineffective
programs, students certainly deserve better than what
this government has delivered.

Tuition Fees
and Funding
Budget 2017 continues the trend of
increasing annual government funding to universities by just 1%. This
amount doesn’t cover the rate of inflation or the projected 3% increase
to operating costs that universities
have projected. As a result, students
will likely once again face a 5.6% tuition fee increase next year, unless institutions make dramatic changes to
budgetary priorities. Tuition fees are
a direct result of public underfunding to our universities, a fact more
clear today in Nova Scotia than ever
before.
Tuition fees in Nova Scotia are
the second highest in Canada, at an
average of $7,218 per year, and the
fastest rising in the country, at a current 5.6% increase per year. These
high and fast-rising tuition fees have
resulted in students in our province
graduating with a massive debt load
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Moreover,
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The high upfront cost to obtain a
post-secondary education is a barrier that can prevent those in need of
financial assistance from being able
to fully participate in the economy
for upwards of ten years post-graduation.
The provincial government has
justified cutting public funding and
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Student
Assistance
Budget 2017 allocates $3.4 million in
new spending to student assistance
programs. The Nova Scotia Loan Forgiveness program will now cover the
first five years of a student’s degree,
up from the previous four. While this
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likely to take longer than five years
to complete their degrees or drop

out are those from low-income and
marginalised backgrounds, it is bizarre that this program has received
funding over needs-based grants
which would help those students
most in need.
Budget 2017 also increases the
weekly student loan allowance from
$180 to $200. Considering that students in Nova Scotia already graduate with some of the highest debt
loads in the country, creating more
debt will not make post-secondary
education more accessible in Nova
Scotia.
In addition, these investments
pale in comparison to the massive
cuts that students have experienced
at the hands of this government. In
2014, the Nova Scotia Liberal Government cut $49.5 million by eliminating the Graduate Retention
Rebate. While this program was
largely ineffective, student has always called for this money to be reinvested in student assistance and
tuition reduction. In light of this cut
and skyrocketing tuition fees, such a
small investment is inconsequential
to making post-secondary education
more accessible in Nova Scotia.

This government
does not consider
sexualised
violence
prevention and
survivor support
a priority.

Sexualized
Violence
Prevention
Budget 2017 invests $1.1 million to
continue work to address sexual violence. This small investment con-

implement provincial legislation to
combat on-campus sexualized violence. Legislation like this already
exists in British Columbia, Manitoba,
and Ontario, and it remains unconscionable that the Nova Scotia Liberals don’t think students in our province deserve the same protections.
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through this government’s failure to
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grams are having a negligible impact
on youth employment levels. In fact,
average youth employment levels
declined by 2,600 in the last 2 years.
The gap is even larger when youth
employment levels are compared to
the pre-recession era, with an average decline of 4,200.
This budget invests $379,000 to
create 94 additional research internships through the Mitacs Accelerate
program. There is another $3.7 million in new spending to expand the
Apprenticeship START program and
eliminate the tuition fees apprentices pay for technical training. This
spending indicates that the government understands

that elimi-

nating tuition fees boosts access to
post-secondary education, and it is
disappointing that this is not the approach taken system-wide.

Conclusion

from a publicly-funded to a publicly-assisted system of higher edu-

Budget 2017 fails to address many
of the issues students have asked
government to prioritize. There is
no mention of amending the Employment Support and Income Assistance Act to make it easier for
individuals on income assistance to
pursue a post-secondary education.
There is no investment to increase
international student access to
Medical Services Insurance, despite
the incredibly small cost of this important reform. The budget refuses
to discuss colleges and universities
as anything other than job creating
machines, totally ignoring the social
good these institutions provide.
The
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post-secondary education in Nova
Scotia isn’t working. We’ve gone

cation, and student debt levels are
among the highest in Canada. Austerity budgeting is hurting campus
workers, while perks flow to upper
management and top executives.
This isn’t a good use of public money, and it certainly isn’t fair. We need
renewal in our post-secondary system, and that means reducing up
front costs to university and college.
We need student aid that removes all
barriers to learning, particularly for
students from marginalized groups.
We need more public funding for
post-secondary institutions to ensure a high quality culture of learning. We also need a commitment to
address gender-based violence on
campus, including the provision of
legislation to ensure that safety on
campus becomes a reality. With an
imminent provincial election, stu-
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